This paper presents the differential transformation method to evaluate approximate solution of ordinary differential equation along with its application in electrical circuit problem in various time domain. The method has been well established with six test problems and comparison has been made between analytical and numerical results to obtain convergence to a fair degree of accuracy.The results obtained suggest that the present technique can be treated as an efficient and alternative method for solving initial and boundary value problems.
INTRODUCTION
In the first part of introduction some basic rules and properties on differential transformation method [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have been reported. Section-2 contains numerical as well as analytical solution for homogeneous and non-homogenous ordinary differential equations of various order at different grid points. These are displayed in Table-1, Table-2 and in  Table- 3. The application of differential transformation method has been illustrated with various time domain t in section-3. These results have been represented in Table-4, Table-5 and in  Table- 6. The last section-5 bears conclusion.
Rules of DTM
( ) represents the differential transformation of the th derivative of the function y( ) which is defined as
The inverse differential transformation of ( ) is defined as
But for practical purposes equation (2) is represented as a finite series as follows:
Assuming the centre of the above series at zero and combining the results of equation (1) and equation (3) the function ( ) can be expressed as
Equation (4) suggests that DTM is a finite approximation of Taylor's series expansion where sum of the terms beyond = is negligibly small and hence discarded. The following properties of DTM are derived from the definitions in equations (1) and equation (2).
Properties of DTM

Linearity: If
( ) = ( ) ± ( ) then ( ) = ( ) ± ( )where and are constants. Product Rule:
Transformation of Polynomial:
Transformation of exponential function:
where is a constant. Transformation of trigonometric function:
where are constants.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES:
The following examples of IVP establish the effectiveness of DTM at select grid points.
( ) = (2 − )
From the initial values we have 
APPLICATION OF DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMATION METHOD (DTM)
In this section application of DTM on electrical circuits(RLC) has been considered. Zhou [1] is the pioneer of the adopted method who efficiently implemented it in solving the electrical circuit problems governing Kirchhoff's voltage laws. The exact solution to the given problems can be obtained in polynomial form by using Laplace Transformation or power series method. By the present method an alternative approximate solution is obtained by using following results. By the basic properties and definitions of Kirchhoff's Voltage law(KVL).
where E( ) is the electromotive force, E 0 = constant, = Inductance, R = Resistance = Capacitance and I( ) = The instantaneous current The integral equation (5) 
The equation (6) is a non homogeneous second order differentialequation [8] .
Three examples have been selected governing KVL. 
CONCLUSION
The numerical analysis of results between analytical method and DTM shows high degree of accuracy. The method followed is effective and computation is less time consuming. So the prescribed method suggests a better approach for the solution of higher order IVPs.
